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Synopsis

Note: "Leprechaun Hunting: A St. Patrick’s Day Mystery" is a short story and a quick read. (estimated 39 pages) Rebekah, Mouse and RJ each have their own fun short story series and sometimes they come together, bringing you these special editions. They all love hanging out, solving mysteries and playing pranks together and we hope you will enjoy these special times as well. Glitter, gold and lots of green are filling the hallways at school as everyone is getting ready for the big St. Patrick’s Day festival. Rebekah, Mouse and the whole gang are especially excited about the big treasure hunt. But suddenly they find themselves hunting more than just the treasure.
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Customer Reviews

Rebekah, Mouse, RJ and friends come together for fun and mystery in "Leprechaun Hunting: A St. Patrick’s Day Mystery ". This was a great read with lovable characters and plenty of action to keep the story moving. Picturing some of the scenarios that were described had me laughing. Another great book by PJ Ryan.
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